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ABSTRACT: The internal grinding device adapted to machine tools (lathe, milling machine, 

drilling machine) is an accessory that can be used to process holes, profiles, spokes for various 

hardened or soft parts by the method of grinding with abrasive stone. The process is fast, 

obtaining precise bores and surfaces with very good geometry. 

The device has the following main parts: support, spindle with stone bearing shaft,  the 

turbine that performs the rotational movement,  the ball bearing through which the longitudinal 

advance is made, levers that perform manual movement. 

This device works according to the classical principle of grinding, the rotational movement 

and the longitudinal advance is executed by the abrasive priatra, and the cutting depth and the 

rotation of the part is made by the machine tool. 

The features of this device are: achieving the longitudinal advance by means of the ball 

bushing, the abrasive correction device is placed directly on the support, reuse of the 

turbocharger rotor from cars. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The grinding operation is performed with an 

abrasive tool which in most cases has the shape of a 

disc consisting of abrasive granules connected to 

each other by a binder. 

Grinding is a very important operation in 

manufacturing engineering processes because this 

operation can work with high precision hardened 

parts with high hardness or other materials whose 

processing is difficult by other cutting operations. 

As the thickness of the cutting layer is small, the 

pressure exerted by the tool on the part is also 

small, thus ensuring a high degree of precision and 

a superior quality of the ground surface. 

Internal grinding devices adapted to machine 

tools (lathes, milling machines, drilling machines) 

are known and used in various small and medium-

sized factories and repair halls. 

It is the best way to grind small parts in a very 

short time in small repair shops with minimal 

equipment at a high precision. 

The device can be made in a mechanical 

workshop with adequate equipment and minimum 

costs. This device works according to the classic 

principle of the tool holder shaft - stone driven by a 

radial turbine driven by compressed air obtaining a 

high speed and rigidity. 

 

 

The internal grinding devices, depending on the 

actuation mode are: 

• actuation of the electric motor device by means 

of a pulley and belt. 

• Drive with high frequency electric motor fixed 

directly on the port-stone shaft 

• Pneumatic turbine drive that attaches directly 

to the stone-bearing shaft 

The operation of internal grinding of cylindrical 

and conical holes is performed on internal grinding 

machine tools both in the production of single and 

large series and mass. 

Negative clearance angles in most cases where 

the cutting speed exceeds 30 m / s, lead to high 

temperatures in the detached material in the form of 

very small and numerous chips varying in shape. In 

order for grinding machines to meet the purpose of 

obtaining precision and superior quality in 

machined parts, they must meet the following 

conditions: 

- operation without trepidation; 

- adjustable drive without steps of the grinding 

part; 

- eliminate the possibility of granules detaching 

from the tool reaching the guide surface of the 

machine. 
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2 THE INNER GRINDING DEVICE 

 

2.1. General presentation 
 

This device is provided with a abrasive stone 

with a rod, intended for the internal grinding of 

small perforated, clogged, cylindrical or conical 

bores. 

At the same time, this device can be used to 

sharpen various cutting tools, to grind centering 

holes in shafts, hardened or soft parts. 

The device consists of a precision brushcutter, 

an additional accessory for machine tools (grinding 

machines, lathes, milling machines, drilling 

machines). 

Being a small accessory that generates a very 

high speed, the spindle shaft is fixed on radial ball 

bearings - high precision axial. The drive of the 

port-stone shaft is carried out by means of a radial 

pneumatic turbine-type rotary turbine blowing cars 

and fixed on the stone-port shaft being supplied 

with compressed air at a pressure of 3-6 

atmospheres. 

The pneumatic turbo brooch has a cylindrical 

bore into which the abrasive stone with a screw-

fixed rod enters. Left direction of rotation (L). The 

body of the spindle slides into a non-recirculating 

ball bearing making the manual longitudinal feed. 

The grinding pin ensures proper surface quality 

and good cutting due to its high rotational speed and 

high rigidity. 

The lubrication of the bearings is done with oil 

mist or special greases. 

The pneumatic pin mounted on a support bracket 

can be used on machine tools such as: 

• Lathe machine 

• Grinding machines 

• Tool cutter 

This device can be mounted directly on the work 

table where hand tools or a chainsaw can be 

sharpened. The longitudinal movement of the 

grinding stone is done manually with the help of the 

lever. 

The presented device transforms the lathe into an 

internal grinding machine, threaded grinder, conical 

grinder of valves for internal combustion engines, 

hydraulic valve seats using the periphery of the 

abrasive stone. 

This feature recommends the use of the device in 

small and medium repair shops that are equipped 

with a small number of machine tools. The device is 

mounted in place of the tool holder and is fixed with 

the existing tool holder screw and allows rotation at 

different angles on the slide holder - cross tool. 

 

2.2. Main components of the device 
 

• Spindle holder that allows mounting on various 

machine tools. 

• The body of the spindle in which the main 

shaft is mounted and the support bearings 

• Pneumatic turbine consisting of rotor and stator 

• Non-recirculating ball bearing 

• Spindle levers (longitudinal feed) 

• The mechanism of limiting the logitudinal 

stroke 

 

 
Fig. 1. The inner grinding device 

 

Technical specifications: 

 

-Maximum grinding stone diameter - ϕ10 

-Stone speed 0 - 70000 rotations per minute 

-Grinding inner diameter ϕ3 - ϕ50mm 

-Maximum grinding length - 40mm 

-Air pressure - 4-6 bar 

-Air consumption: 45m
3
 / h 

-Turbine power: 0.359 Kw 

-Device length – 370 mm 

-Device width – 290 mm 

-Device height – 140 mm 

-Device weight - 7kg 

 

2.3. Description of main components 
 

● The support on which the components are 

mounted (no. 13 - Fig. 2) is made of sheet steel with 

a robust configuration. 

● The body of the ball cage (no. 5 - Fig. 2) is made 

of improvement steel, cylindrical in shape hardened 

to 62-64 HRC in which the ball cage slides, making 

the longitudinal advance and pre-tightening of the 

cage (no. 6 - Fig. 3.1) of FIBRO type BRASS 

● The body of the spindle (no. 7 - Fig. 2) is tubular 

in shape and has two cylindrical bores at the ends in 

which the bearings on which the bearing-stone axis 
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rests (no. 8 - Fig. 2) are inserted. The shaft is made 

of 202-260 HB hardening steel 

● The stone-bearing shaft (no. 8 - Fig. 2) is made of 

C60 quality steel improved to 202-260HB. The 

shaft has at one end a diameter on which the axial 

radial bearing rests (no. 4 - Fig. 3.1) and the turbine 

rotor, at the opposite end it has a diameter on which 

the axial radial bearing (no. 4 - Fig. 2) and the stone 

bearing rest. (no. 2 - Fig. 2) which drives the stone 

with a grinding rod. 

● The bearings (no. 4 - Fig2) are of radial-axial type 

series 708A-P4. They are pre-tightened with a 

compression spring (no. 9 - Fig. 2) which cancels 

the play and performs a pre-tightening, obtaining a 

high rigidity. 

●The turbine body (no. 11 - Fig. 2) fixed on the 

stator flange (no. 10 Fig. 2) is made of hard square 

aluminum. Inside, the pressure chamber and the 

ring with converging nozzles and the rotor of the 

GTA-2260LV car turbo blower turbine as well as 

the A.N. 1 1/4 N 

●The levers (no. 14 - Fig. 2) are made of steel strip 

and move the stone-bearing axis making the 

longitudinal movement of the stone with the 

grinding rod. 

●Stop rod (No. 15 - Fig. 2) made of improved 

quality steel at 30-35 H.R.C. On it are the stops (no. 

16 and no. 18 - Fig. 2) which make the desired 

stroke and fixed on the support screw (no. 17 - Fig. 

2). 

On the support (no. 13 - Fig. 2) is supported the 

diamond support (no. 20 - Fig. 2) made of C45 steel 

improved to 30-35 H.R.C in which the screw (no. 

21 - Fig. 2) is screwed with a fine pitch. It has a 

diamond tip embedded at one end with which the 

abrasive stone is corrected when worn. The 

diamond holder has the ability to rotate 90 ° 

vertically after the stone has been corrected. 

 

 

 
Fig.2 Kinematic scheme of the device operation 
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3. FUNCTIONING OF GRINDING 

DEVICE ON THE LATHE MACHINE 
 

The device is mounted on the lathe instead of the 

tool holder and then the axis of symmetry of the 

grinding stone is checked to be at the same height as 

the axis of rotation of the grinding piece. 

Otherwise it is rectified from the compensation 

plate (no. 22 - Fig. 2) which is located between the 

seating surface of the tool holder and the spindle 

holder. 

The alignment operation of thethe spindle holder 

on the ‘C’ surface is presented in Fig. 3. 

With the help of a comparator it is centered at a 

parallelism of 0.01 / 50 mm with respect to the 

transverse sledge of the lathe and it is locked with 

the nut (no. 19 - Fig. 2) 

The installation operation continues with the 

connection of the hose to the compressed air 

network (3-6 bar) and with the filtration and 

adjustment system. 

Connect the lubrication system (oil mist). It 

consists of air filter, pressure gauge, micropowder 

sprayer and oil tank (Fig 4) 

The oil mist produced by the installation ensures 

that the bearings are lubricated and that air is blown 

inside the spindle, preventing the introduction of 

coolant as well as cooling of the bearings. 

The correction of the abrasive stone (no. 1 - Fig. 

2) is performed with a synthetic diamond tip 

mounted in a fine-pitch screw that is screwed into 

the folding support (no. 20 - Fig. 2), and after the 

correction of the stone it is folded at 90 °. 

 

3.1. The movements that can be performed 

with the grinding device on the lathe 
 

- (R - Fig 5) - Rotational movement of the 

workpiece by the machine tool at the desired speed 

via the gearbox 

- (L - Fig 5) - Longitudinal movement made 

manually by means of the handle (no. 14 - Fig 2) at 

different lengths between 0 - 30mm 

- (X - Fig 5) - The rotational movement of the 

grinding stone performed by the pneumatic turbine 

0 - 70000 rotations per minute 

- Tilt of the device holder, placed in place of the 

tool holder, which has the possibility of tilting from 

0 to 45 °. 

- (A - Fig 3.4) - The transverse feed realizing the 

cutting depth at an accuracy of 0.00 5mm from the 

drum. 

- (C - Fig 3.4) - longitudinal movement at different 

angles (0 - 45 °) together with the grinding device 

can be achieved with high precision with the help of 

the sine ruler (special accessory) 

 

3.2. Sinus ruler 

 

Equipping the grinding device with such an 

accessory makes the grinding of conical bores from 

different angles to be performed with high 

precision. 

Sinus ruler is a simple device with which you 

can achieve angular precision of the order of 

seconds. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 The alignment and centering operatrion the device holder 
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Fig.4 The lubrication system 

 

 
Fig.5 Using sinus ruler 

 

 

The ruler is placed on the surface “C” (Fig. 5) of 

the device with the help of a parallel flat track block 

calculated for the desired angle, centered with the 

help of the comparator clock, moves on the surface 

of the sine ruler by semi-transverse movement of 

the machine tool machine) 

The inclination angle “α” (Fig. 5) of the device 

is calculated by the formula: 

                          H = A * sin α                      (3.1) 

Where: 

A - the distance between the rollers of the sine ruler 

H - track block 

α - the desired angle 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The advantages of designing such a device for 

grinding interior surfaces are: 

●Extending the field of use of machine tools (lathe, 

milling machine, drilling machine, etc.), obtaining 

precision machining of hardened parts 

●In the small and medium mechanical workshops, 

the investment for the acquisition of special 

machine tools is reduced 

●It is very easy to obtain complex machining 

(angular and profiled precision grinding) 

●Mounting the device on the machine tool is very 

easy and very short 

●It does not present major injury hazards 

●Very high speeds are obtained by using 

compressed air 

●Simple construction 

Among the disadvantages of this solution are: 

●High air consumption 

●The need for special installations for the 

production and preparation of compressed air 

●High noise 

●Develop small powers 

The solution presented is distinguished by the 

following aspects: 

●Assembly of the spindle body in a bushing 

with non-recyclable balls, so that the longitudinal 

feed is executed manually, obtaining a good surface 

quality, a light cut and a good circularity and 

displacement. 

●Correction of the abrasive stone, which is 

executed with a device with a diamond tip mounted 

directly on the body of the spindle, which makes the 

device to be used independently on the workbench. 
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●It is possible to reuse the rotor from car 

turbochargers and the turbo blower rotor fixed 

directly on the main shaft bearing stone which 

rotates with high speed the abrasive stone with rod. 

●The body of the spindle is mounted in a cage 

with non-recyclable balls of FIBRO-BRASS type 

achieving a maximum longitudinal displacement of 

30mm. 
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